
 

wwooten

I love Dr mercola,. I have been following him fo for 15 to 20 years. I feel though that he does not fully

understand the big picture and that by publishing this article on chemtrails he offers no solution for the

chemtrails that are accumulating in each persons body. Thus this article will create fear in most people.

Also as seen by some of the comments there is disagreement over global warming. This is what the

power structure wants. Dane Wiggington is even worse as he not only does not offer any solutions, but he

has been a propnent of global warming for many years. Recently he has changed his positon somewhat as

the science is overwhelming that Co2 is not a problem.

Recently Dr Mercola has contributed to the fear narrative by warning of a nuclear war. Google chemtrails

Sochi Olympics . My Tango teachers toured through Europe and Asia and they saw chemtrails in every

country. Every country is spraying which tells you the whole world is contolled so there is no real threat of

nuclear war. Furthermore the chemtrails coupled with radio waves can divert incoming missles. Google

wall street funded the Russian revolution and you see that Russia is a manufactured enemy. Of course

some links debunk Anthony Sutton saying misrepresenting his sources while never mentioning his

primary source Standford University Hoover Institute.

To throw more light on this I went to Russian 15 years ago to Artic. I was with a Russian girlfriend. We

ended up in a taxi in a zone where they build submarines - off limits. taxi said better leave. In the dead of

winter he said he worked for Exxon as truck driver , Exxon secretly picked up oil in the winter 40 below .

Soluton - Mineral rich silica water binds aluminum www.youtube.com/watch www.youtube.com/watch

There is much more - we need off grid farms and energy solutions at 1 cent per kwh - out of space let me

know if you want more
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Guillermou

Biden is willing to declare war on his country and the entire world with climate geoengineering. Despite

the European Commission's recent warning that large-scale interventions, such as solar engineering to

reverse 'climate change', could have "unintended consequences." www.zerohedge.com/technology/eu-

warns-against-potential-unintended-con..  (06/30/2023).-------------------- Current climate-engineered

atmospheric aerosol spraying is not mentioned even though it is mathematically the largest source of �ne

particle air pollution. The Amazon rainforest is being cut down at the fastest rate ever recorded, how long

will it be until there is nothing left?

What role does climate engineering play in the disappearance of all remaining habitats? Video:

www.youtube.com/watch  .-----------There is only one way forward in the �ght to stop global

geoengineering: achieve a critical mass of awareness on the issue among the general population. You

cannot �ght a battle without an army; The only way to advance the �ght to stop global geoengineering is

to create and recruit an army of woke people because the United States government and global power is

in the hands of large corporations that completely control the �ow of information.

Video www.geoengineeringwatch.org/how-do-we-stop-climate-engineering-only-wa..  .----------"Southern

California braces for potentially catastrophic storm" (from Yahoo News). A manipulated atmospheric �ow

of moisture is predicted for the southwestern United States. Global con�icts, chaos and carnage continue

to escalate as planetary ecological collapse develops. And despite all this, the darkening of our skies

worsens day by day. Video: www.geoengineeringwatch.org/geoengineering-watch-global-alert-news-feb..

 (02/2024).---
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juststeve

Gui - the Public, 'is geo-climate engineering actually a negative with extreme 'unintended

consequences?' Expert, 'Don't know, that is a good question.' The Public, 'That is a bad answer.'

Reminds one of those who champion Glyphosate - Roundup, 'oh, it's okay to use, the largest ingredient

is salt.' (Just ignore the toxins.) Gates, too many others cheering on we need to control the weather,

let's spray to re�ect, we have Super Computers, & they are telling us what we want to hear.

Largest critter in the room - "Rinjani isn't Indonesia's largest volcano. That title goes to Mount

Tambora, an absolute behemoth whose 1815 eruption rivals Rinjani's as one of the largest & most

destructive volcanic events. It recorded a 7 on the volcanic explosivity index (VEI) & ejected as much

as 45km3 or 11 cubic miles of dense rock equivalent material into the atmosphere. While the

volcano's eruption reached its peak on April 10, 1815, an increase in steam & small phreatic eruptions

took place afterwards for up to three years.

The ash from this event spread around the world & lowered global temperatures to the extent that

1816 became known as the Year Without a Summer, & a brief period of climate change saw global

harvests fail." A similar event occurred, a period of no summer was in the book series, Little House on

the Prairie, a starving time. A volcano also shows up in historic records & may have been the largest

factor in the decline of the Roman Empire as food plains shifted, moved.

Starvation time. So, let us temporarily ignore what already appears to be mass killing of life in the

environment & what happens if or when the New Gods expanding their playground to dim the Sunlight

to save all the unnecessary, unwashed, useless breeders & eaters & one or more of these kinds of

volcanoes erupts? More I am science, never said that, didn't happen, you just don't understand, you sir

don't know what you are talking about. Focus on what is important, pass the loot, & where is my

pension?
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brianallen1

"Unintended consequences" = intended consequences. Side effects = desired effects.
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Piw6958

JustSteve Famine is one of the four horsemen foretold in the Book of Revelation in the Bible.
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Guillermou

Just, the lie of the 2030 Agenda in line with the WEF and the Davos proposals regarding climate

change is clearly being seen. The truth is that what most in�uences the earth's climate is the sun.

Solar activities are more than 95% responsible for climatic variations on Mother Earth. Humanity

contributes less than 0.5% to CO2 gases. And of these, less than 0.5%, about two-thirds or more

comes from the military, from wars. By far the majority of ongoing wars and armed con�icts come

from the master warmongers of WEF Davos, i.e. the US and NATO, and the NATO-integrated European

Union (EU) nations. Without CO2 there would be no life on earth.

Trees, plants, therefore our food production needs CO2 to grow. CO2 is good for the world, for our

lives. Plants feed on CO2, then emit oxygen that humans and animals, all sentient beings, need to

breathe to live. No CO2, no oxygen. Mother Earth is perfect. We don't need a WEF and fake elite

"science", bought and corrupted science. Or as John Kerry, former US Vice President and Joe Biden's

environmental envoy to the WEF, states, that "the Davos elite of the WEF are like 'aliens'..." intent on

saving the planet. However, on November 13, G20 representatives of the 20 most in�uential nations

agreed to a �nal declaration.

The �rst important element is a "call for an accelerated transformation towards sustainable and

resilient agriculture and food systems and supply chains." What is different about the WEF is

promoting a shift from meat protein to vegan diets arguing that it would be more "sustainable". They

also promote lab-grown or plant-based meat alternatives, such as Bill Gates-funded Impossible

Burgers, which the FDA's own testing indicates is a probable carcinogen since it is produced from

genetically modi�ed soy and other products saturated with glyphosate. .
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sue2613

I wonder who is really behind the approval of US geoengineering. With what is going on in Biden's

mind, I doubt he is here that often. This tells you a lot about the presidency.
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juststeve

Gui it has been witnessed so many times if allowed the environment, our bodies are geared towards

healing to be healthy. Our Garden, Planet Earth has in the plant life, the microbes, the many beasts -

great or small encoded if you will, the means to adjust carbon back and forth in a cyclical manner. The

Planet wants to be healthy, so do we, but a few who behave as if they are New Gods believe they know

better.
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Guillermou

Yes, just and all these actions against espionage, war con�icts and climate change are managed by

arti�cial intelligence and 5G. Dr. Martin Pall, wireless radiation and electromagnetic �elds scientist,

has conducted groundbreaking research to explain exactly how electromagnetic �elds cause

premature aging and damage to the human body, including damage to fertility, the brain, the heart and

even DNA . He pioneered research showing how electromagnetic �elds activate the body's VGCCs

(voltage-gated calcium channels), causing them to release excess calcium ions into the cell. This then

leads to nitric oxide (NO) and superoxide which react almost instantly to form peroxynitrite and free

radicals. Many studies like this one show that peroxynitrite damages DNA.

Dr. Pall has stated unequivocally that “the rollout of 5G is absolutely crazy.” Mark Steele has been very

outspoken against 5G and has now been widely interviewed, including by Project Camelot and also by

Sacha Stone in his documentary 5G Apocalypse: The Extinction Event. Steele says that although

widespread reports claim that 5G operates in the 24-100 GHz range, it is actually sub-gigahertz (i.e.

below the GHz threshold, so it is still measured in MHz). He says 5G is a weapons system like long-

range radar, phased array radar and directed energy At the link 13 REASONS 5G WIRELESS

TECHNOLOGY WILL BE A CATASTROPHE FOR HUMANITY www.globalresearch.ca/5g-danger-13-

reasons-5g-wireless-technology-will..  (2024)
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Guillermou

The US CIA is �nancing a study on geoengineering (climate manipulation) that will last 21 months,

with an initial cost of 630 thousand dollars. It is executed by the National Academy of Sciences, with

the participation of NASA and the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration of that country.

The CIA's interest in the climate is not new, but this participation is signi�cant, due to the warlike

implications of the possibility of manipulating the climate and the pressure that proponents of

geoengineering are exerting in that country to advance in experimentation of these techniques,

despite there being a moratorium in the United Nations against their application. The project will

analyze different geoengineering proposals, such as solar radiation management and removal of

carbon dioxide from the atmosphere; They will also study the effects of cloud seeding and other ways

of manipulating the weather to cause rain, droughts or control hurricanes.

Climate control is a long-standing military project in that country, which carried out experiments

already during the Vietnam War, causing rain for months at a time to �ood the crops and roads of the

Vietnamese. In the same sense, the US Air Force published a document in 1996 entitled Weather as a

Force Multiplier: Owning the Weather in 2025, whose title clearly re�ects its intentions.

www.globalresearch.ca/la-cia-y-el-control-del-clima/5344437https://www.. . -----
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Krofter

We are told that the earth is warming and that geoengineering is the �x. What we are not told is that

geoengineering has been going on since the 1960's. What we are not told is that the phony numbers

the UN has created to scare us into believing that climate change is real do not include

geoengineering.  secularheretic.substack.com/.../the-satanic-war-against-humanity

 secularheretic.substack.com/p/death-by-aluminum-the-toxic-aluminum
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Guillermou

Great links, Krofter. People need great awareness about the truth. Dane Wigington urged people to

remain aware, spread the word and be prepared as climate terrorism movements are already

underway to cause massive damage to the Earth in every way possible. He told Brighteon and Natural

News founder Mike Adams during the recent "Health Ranger Report" episode that the world should

start to understand that many factors are far from breaking point right now in climate engineering. “It

is mainly responsible for damage to the ozone layer, which if compressed to a single molecular level,

is about six millimeters thick.

“It is unimaginably a thin layer that allows us to live on this planet and now climate engineering is

removing it,” he warned, adding that the latest update from the former National Aeronautics and Space

Administration (NASA) contract engineer who now works directly for their website

GeoengineeringWatch.org, is that, on average, we have about 23 percent of the ozone layer. "This

means it is thicker in some places and obviously thinner or non-existent in the polar regions." Adams

raised the issue of the imminent destruction of the magnetosphere, which protects the planet from

solar radiation and cosmic particles, as well as the erosion of the atmosphere by the solar wind.

“Not only the ozone is deteriorating, but also the magnetosphere. This means that there will only be

double-strand chromosome breaks and damage to crops, such as genetic mutations of crops, as well

as humans and animals. It is as if they have opened the gates of hell against the surface of the earth,”

said the Health Ranger. www.brighteon.com/3729c9b3-7c89-4a8e-92c7-75efaee5935c  (2024).---
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Guillermou

Dane Wigington noted that climate intervention operations are disabling planet Earth's ability to

restore itself. "Climate intervention operations are disabling the planet's ability to respond to the

damage already caused, while in�icting even more damage in the process," Informed Consent Action

Network founder Del Bigtree told during a recent appearance on "The HighWire".

www.brighteon.com/d7db8dc0-ee4a-4a46-9928-a977994f63a4  (2024).-------- In a recent interview

with Drake Michigan host Ant Critchley, an anonymous 34-year-old airline pilot spoke out about a

government chemtrailing operation in the United Kingdom.

He claims the operation imports transport planes from the United States and uses multiple shell

companies to pro�t from clandestine experiments in the skies. The anonymous pilot has �own more

than 26 different types of aircraft and has worked for the military and commercial airlines. He once

considered chemtrails a conspiracy theory, but recent experiences have changed his opinion.

expose-news.com/2023/11/24/hidden-agenda-behind-uk-gov-chemtrail-opera..  (11/2023).---- In a

recent tweet, GOP Rep. Marjorie Taylor Greene wrote unequivocally that her vote on the Disease X

Pandemic Treaty will be “a resounding NO.” “And while we're at it,” Rep. Greene continued, “why don't

we tell all these other monsters to stop spraying stuff in our skies, stop tampering with our food, and

stop creating monster viruses with bioweapons that will kill to all?

twitter.com/.../1749123259054911800
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reg5821

The planetary temperature IS rising, on Mercury, Mars, Saturn. The sun �uctuates. Al Gore had the carbon

credit taxation system in place before the global warming hype to fund a global government. They are all

depopulationists. 'Climate Science' is the excuse. Wake Up!
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Stephjask

reg5821 - Spot on!! The psychopaths in government and billionaires know this. They don't want us

"useless eaters" to know though.
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LongTallTexan

and throw in direct and indirect (turbo cancers etc,) deaths from the jabs and they are well on their

way to depopulating the world
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Guillermou

Klaus Schwab, a student of war criminal Henry Kissinger, is a mentor to narcissistic, power-hungry

sociopaths. The WEF's "Great Reset" is designed to turn the world into an impoverished social

concentration camp, where destitute serfs "own nothing" and this, in true Orwellian style, will free

them. There will no longer be a middle class, just the poor and the rich, like Bill Gates and all the

millionaire followers of Schwab's ideas. In other words, big transnational corporate “stakeholders” will

decide where you live, what you eat, what assets you own, how you reproduce, and what you can “rent”

from them.

or you won't be allowed to rent if you complain about an unelected globalist "economic" cartel that

drives humanity into serfdom, global poverty and depopulation. The productivity and health of our

grasslands, farms and livestock are threatened by global warming alarmists and green

conservationists. The carbon tax and the fart tax. We are a�icted by climate madness and methane

madness. Globalist elites want us to eat fake meat and so approve restrictions on grazing operations

based on theories that bodily emissions from farmed animals will cause dangerous global warming.
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brianallen1

When the Fart tax is instituted, I'm toast.

 Posted On 02/08/2024

 

mrrobb

The Government you pay will eventually kill you....when is people gonna wake up and start kicking some

ass??? as I have stated may times before,,,,,,,these treasonous SOB's must be liquidated before they

liquidate YOU..........hello??????? Pick up your Lead Implanting Devise and maybe get a little 'street justice'

before 5 G continues killing ,you little by little ........its a slow kill via Microwave radiation in each house ,

apartment or condo using 5G and SmartMeters.....its a pulse kill....most effective over a few years....or

could be only a few days......or in a fast base a few minutes......IE Lahaina Hawaii
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YerJamminMe

I'd like to give a like for this comment, but then i'd be a target
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mrrobb

YerJamminMe>>>>>   www.youtube.com/watch
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YerJamminMe

I can't reply to the song, but glad i went and got my headphones for it!

 Posted On 02/08/2024

 

mrrobb

Of the 9 billion people on earth maybe a million have some idea that whats going on.....maybe an

idea......the other 8.99999999 billion simply don't care...kinda like putting a drop in a Olympic size

swimming pool... Pretty sad really.....but when 5G is completed AI under the hands of DARPA .will cull

sections by section.. the kill will be virtually the vaporization of total life in each section,,,,,man ,kids

,dogs. cattle  etc..........people have no idea of the vast power in directed RF energy...at the right

frequency and wave pattern the power is unimaginable ..a crude fore was exposed at the 911 world

trade buildings,,  a new version was shown off publicly at Lahaina, Hawaii.......whats next??? Florida?

Calif? New Jersey? Ukraine?  Personally I think they could do Israel �rst..........like frying Bacon.......:)
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brianallen1

Yerjamminme, yer already a target.
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Omi2be

jeryamminMe, be daring (I was) eventually we all are targets anyway.
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den7788

"a new version was shown off publicly at Lahaina, Hawaii." You have no proof of this. If you do, please

post it.
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MoMac46

These despots in charge are despicable beings. There is more than enough toxins in the world without

adding more to the air. Here in my small part of the UK a day with sun is rare. We get lots of rain and grey

skies and the summer is disappointing too with only rare appearances of sunshine.
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MoMac46

The air over the war zones with the military dropping bombs and explosions can't be doing the air

around the planet any good either. Seems to me the more governments antagonise other nations and

countries the more they have the excuse to ruin the world. Oh and let's just call it all climate change

and insist on net zero.
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Guillermou

Yes, land, air, water, food, are contaminated by a toxic soup that makes us more vulnerable to

diseases. This exposure to harmful products is linked to various forms of cancer, reproductive

anomalies, lung diseases, cardiovascular diseases, neurodegenerative diabetes, cancer and learning

problems, among other adverse repercussions on health. Incessant exposure to toxic substances

from various sources directly affects the human right to life. It prevents us from enjoying the highest

possible level of health. Exposure to toxic substances also prevents us from accessing physical

integrity, safe water and food, adequate housing and in an increasing number of States the right to a

healthy environment. And now they try to control atmospheric gases that contain carbon with taxes, it

is useless and anti-life.

Life on Earth already bene�ts from the additional plant nutrient CO2 in the atmosphere. Grazing

livestock simply recycle a few nitrogen compounds, all of which return to the atmosphere or provide

valuable nitrogen fertilizers for the plants they graze. Methane from domestic ruminants is not a

problem compared to natural emissions from oceans, volcanoes or oil seeps. Nitrogen is now under

attack from regulators in the Netherlands, Ireland and other European countries who claim that animal

herds must be slaughtered to remove nitrogen-containing animal urine. This “war on nitrogen” is a war

on meat production and the global food supply.
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Macskak

MoMac46 - I am in Australia - and in the past few years it is rare that we have a summer.... Instead of

the usual/normal summer weather of 30-40 degree one summer we had nothing else just rain - in the

night so people does not see it...(think the bl.globalists...) sometimes the rain just pours endlessly -

which is absolutely not normal in this country - now we do not see blue sky - when normally we would

see nothing else just an uninterrupted blue sky every day. This summer we see only grey clouds white

clouds and more clouds. Naturally plants does not produce. Other times plants leaves got dark brown

marks...burn marks. Even who is not inclined for conspiracy theories got alarmed by these

ABNORMAL weathers.
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alazon

Yes, let's bounce sunlight back into space. That should work really well for photosynthesis.
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pipblanc

Exactly my comment to my husband. No photosynthesis equals more global warming too without the

rain cycle.
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Segstar

Any doubts that everything has been turned on its head...Just don't participate in their Schitt shows ,

in other words simply do the exact opposite of what these clowns are recommending and we'll fare

somewhat well..
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rrealrose

Just followed a link to youtube, everyone will want to watch this Redacted interview of Ivor Cummins:

"Ivor on Redacted again: Farmer Protest Special this time!" - - youtu.be/xzQ5pAi1D9M  - - this starts

off with the farmers and their cows, moves on to global warming and ends with an upcoming vaxx

injury in Ireland. Irish government's dystopian projections following the WEF agenda are

stunning...using various aspects of climate distractions. About 20 min. - - - - - - - - - - - -  HInt: If you are

pushing for 15 min cities, total control, then you need to remove other options, like farming.
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DebbyW

"Supercomputers have run models to predict how solar radiation management may affect different parts

of the Earth" - Said as if supercomputers are super smart. They're only as good as the data given them,

and if the people inputting the data don't understand the interconnectedness of our world, they will get

wrong results......... This week, we had two days of beautiful blue skies, not a cloud in sight. Then the next

day, chemtrails marred the skies, and shortly after, the trails dispersed into thin cloud cover and bigger

clouds moved in. Why can't these people see the damage they're doing?
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Macskak

DebbyW - incredible amount of overcon�dence - arrogance, thinking they are allowed to play with the

Earth because they are scientists... coupled with their inability to comprehend that not everything

could be reversed.... We have a saying that nothing worse than a half educated person...because will

think knows everything but in reality BS... A true scientist will comprehend that what a scientists said

(sorry, I am bad w names) "as more I know....as more I see how much I don't know"....
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nateanthony

It's not climate change that needs to be controlled, or is the real existential threat to human survival. It's

the knuckleheaded science that our military and government bureaucracies follow. It may already be too

late to stop the insanity of the woke government agencies who subject us to this silent genocide. Being

aware of what they are doing is not enough to stop these maniacs. The political climate needs to change.

https://shipoffools.org
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YerJamminMe

Quite the website

 Posted On 02/08/2024

 

Itsmyright

The thing is who the bloody hell are these people making decisions that affect all of us without asking, as

if they own the world (they think they do)? They they are going to do this or that which can affect us all,

they are not accountable for their f+ck ups and we potentially pay the price. It is only citizens who stand

against this as no government body is prepared to protect us all.
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patriotinNH

Bill Gates. There is a video on Youtube talking about this.
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Katy69

According one reader (see below), it includes the following: “the military industrial complex, the

globalist clique headed by the banking fraternity, Gates & Co, the IPCC, social media technocracy

billionaires, the WHO, the WEF, the EU, the UN, NATO, the IMF, the CCP, and the various implants and

useful idiots in Western governments and universities who blindly follow directives from their

masters.” That seems a lot but most of them are just puppets or left wing loonies, who need to be told

what to think. Please see Tucker Carlson on this link as he explained why he interviewed Vladimir

Putin - mainly because the American public doesn’t get to know his side of things and gets fed only

propaganda and lies. www.lewrockwell.com/2024/02/no_author/why-im-interviewing-vladimir-put..
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Lee1959

Actually they do, Itsmyright. The basket of families that own the world have a web that cannot even be

comprehended. Their wealth is phenomenally inconceivable. And they are shrouded in secrecy.

 Posted On 02/08/2024

 

mrrobb

"""The Military Routinely Disperses Aluminum-Coated Fiberglass Into the Ai """" <<< same military you

stupid tax payers pay for "Peace&Freedon to Protect you and your family....from "Den commies" or "Dem

Terrorists' or drug peddlers(LOLOLOL) ......used to be " Castro' or some other clown.....you know Fidel

Alejandro Castro Ruz...Justin Trudeau's Daddy...........humm Justin Ruz........Jesuit ,,,,,,,,like father so Son

 Posted On 02/08/2024

 

Segstar

You mean da in�del..he's a chip a the ole block loool ...Yea the apple doh fall far from the tree..

 Posted On 02/08/2024

 

galanin22

These particles are not 0.8 to 0.75 cm. That would be visible size to the naked eye. These are

nanoparticles (!) of metals such as Al, Ba, Sr, etc. they lodge deep into the lung tissue and are able to

penetrate alveolar wall and enter systemically, lodge within any organ. I’ve been trying to educate public

about this issue for 20 years, no one cares to hear about it but everyone wonders why toxicities and

chronic diseases are so prevalent. It’s not the air pollution coming from car exhaust alone! Wake up

everyone, look at your skies!
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eastvirginian

That is a very good point. Since you are working on this issue, I wonder if you have come across this

idea - With all the censorship, it kind of makes you wonder how Dane Wigington is all over the internet.

I recommend looking to Jim Lee at climateviewer.com and climateviewer.net, and on YouTube, for

solid info on weather and climate. for example: www.youtube.com/watch  also there is excellent stuff

from Dr. Happer about CO2. I linked a video in the comments here but will try to �nd a shorter version.

 Posted On 02/08/2024

 

YerJamminMe

Put on your safety glasses before looking up...

 Posted On 02/08/2024

 

bobmaginnis

how do nanoparticles function as radar chaff? Chaff functions as a re�ector.

 Posted On 02/08/2024

 

bee70578

Are we back to masks then?! ;-)
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brianallen1

I got tested for metals in 2011. Barium and aluminum were off the charts. I have pointed out up to 52

distinct chemtrails in the sky at once. People's response was either they see nothing (Seargant

Schultz from Hogan's Heroes) or those are just contrails from airline �ights. Yeah, right. 52 different

�ights going in 52 different directions with none of the exhaust dispersing. Nowadays the planes

travel so high they cannot be seen. All you can observe is your pretty blue sky turning into completely

white/ light gray in a matter of minutes. I used to sell solar heating with a solar panel system mounted

to a trailer for demonstrations. I had to give it up because I could often not have enough sun (in

Colorado!) to operate the panel effectively.

 Posted On 02/08/2024

 

grulla

"Brian", lol, www.youtube.com/watch
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Guillermou

Although the causes of AD are multifactorial, some neuropathological characteristics of its

development have been related to the high concentration of some metal cations such as aluminum

and iron. These roles include the participation of these metal cations in the production of reactive

oxygen species, which have been involved in neuronal damage. Aluminum exposure has been shown

to cause neuronal damage that resembles the symptoms of AD. Glycogen synthase kinase-3 beta

(GSK3) contributes to the hyperphosphorylation of Tau protein, the main component of neuro�brillary

tangles, one of the hallmarks of AD, as one of the mechanisms behind Al neurotoxicity will be covered.

It highlights the importance of local hypoxia (carotid disease and atherosclerosis of intracranial blood

vessels) and systemic hypoxia (chronic obstructive pulmonary disease and anemia) in the

development of AD.

Nervous tissue is very sophisticated and sensitive to hypoxia and aluminum toxicity. As a side effect

of compensatory mechanisms in case of hypoxia, neurons begin to absorb aluminum and iron to a

greater extent. This creates a perfect context for the emergence and gradual development of AD.

pubs.acs.org/.../acsomega.2c06939  (2023).--- www.tandfonline.com/.../01480545.2022.2065291

 (2023).-- link.springer.com/.../s12011-023-03599-y  (2023).--- ALUMINUM TOXICITY: 4 WAYS TO

DETOX YOUR BRAIN & BODY thetruthaboutcancer.com/detox-aluminum-toxicity  (2021).---

 Posted On 02/08/2024

 

Guillermou

America's legal foundation is under attack by the climate lobby, which has been quietly "training," aka

brainwashing, the nation's judiciary in climate cultism. The Environmental Law Institute (ELI), based in

Washington, D.C., created a program called the Climate Judicial Project (CJP) in 2018 that established

a resource, the �rst of its kind, for "reliable, up-to-date information" about the change. climate.

litigation. We are told that the CJP has since reached not only state and federal courts but also

powerful appellate courts. The purpose of the CJP is to indoctrinate the nation's judges in concepts

like "climate justice" and "equity" that go against the United States Constitution and the rights and

freedoms recognized therein.

www.americanthinker.com/blog/2024/01/americas_judiciary_is_quietly_rec..  (2024)
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ZTFZTF

Yes, they are nanoparticles, and anyone who spends much time outdoors has watched the planet's

ecosystems degrade more with each passing year from this worldwide poisoning. - It's not the carbon

issue - it's the atrocity which goes by the name of geoengineering.

 Posted On 02/08/2024

 

Lee1959

You are right. Living on commieMN I grew up with billows and billows of clouds, watching them,

comparing them, naming them. I see these trails across the sky laid out in a grid and no clouds to

speak of anymore! I thought years ago that people that talked about global warming were crazy. No

more. Now I am the crazy one. Plus the climate in this state has drastically changed. Just today we

had 53 degree weather in early February, and basically no snow this winter. I should be thankful and

say "yabba yabba doo to global warning," but the lack of snow and precipitation is very, very

concerning, especially after last summer with no rain. Very unusual in the land of 25,000 lakes . . .

 Posted On 02/08/2024

 

den7788

I just had my annual hair test done and my aluminum level was 0.6 and my barium level was 0.04.

Barely registered. More fear mongering and BS. I must be special.
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juststeve

epi-cure, each of us having our own personal limitations, mine leaves me struggling to do what I can do,

personally or Locally. This leaves little time and a short window to participate here. As to your concerns of

Censorship at Doc's site. Over the years it seems there has been very little. If and when, usually revolved

around personal attacks, very aggressive comments, or just way off the mark for the subject. One does

not have to just look here to realize, see the Globalist reach and their censorship in�uence. Doc has not

only faced extreme heat and vicious attacks from Big Pharma, Big Money Interest for reporting accurate

information on med's causing more harm than good right along, for years.

What is different now is, while Big Pharma gets a free ride, making up to $100 billion on the Jab, by all we

can tell is extremely destructive. Yet Doc has been called out by a President on national TV as only in it for

$$$. His site hacked and shut down, who knows what other mischief occurred. High Tech censoring,

redirected, washing out decades of material no longer available. Not only has he had to deal with a

massive disruption in his ability to bank, do business, so has staff and related family members.

To mange to put out this site has to be a Herculean task, and lawyers have to be involved all over the

place. If anyone has ever been jammed up, you know the rock-ribbed advice is - Don't Say Anything. In the

current climate, anytime something I put out gets censored, removed, a link blocked out so it can't be

connected, it is just me, but I bow to the moderators. I can't begin to determine how many legal limits may

be currently in place so as to be able to survive to �ght another day. But, that is just me.
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epi-cure

Thank you for the reply. What I say is in the spirit of constructive criticism. I do so respect what Doc

has accomplished and all the points you raise in his defense are valid. Talk about how one person can

make a difference in the world for the better . . . . . ! I've witnessed several instances where the

censorship was unwarranted, including a few that pertained to me. There should be accountability for

pulling a comment when the one who posted the remark asks for clari�cation and there NEVER is. I've

recommended verbally and by email to staff members that such would improve the integrity of the

website. The amount of content that Doc continues to produce is quite literally incredible. Incredible

to the degree that I'm inclined to believe either he has staff or/and AI compiling and writing what he

ultimately approves before it reaches our eyes.

Seems likely that the same holds true for the censorship too and, if so, I would like him to be aware of

the situation if he isn't already. On a different note, I'm redirecting my life away from the semi-regular

commenting I've done for years. The time has come to save an hour here and there toward allocation

of other priorities that include stirring the local political pot. As much as time will allow, I'll continue to

read the daily essays but you all are going to have to �nd a way to continue in the absence of my

insipid and often ridiculous contributions :- ) All the best to one and all. Avante !
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Guillermou

Just and Epi, above all we need the truth on all fronts including today's report on military actions and

against alleged climate change. The real problem is the censorship imposed on people who tell the

truth. A growing group of journalists, analysts and researchers have documented the emergence of a

“Censorship Industrial Complex,” a network of US government agencies and government-funded think

tanks. These entities have coordinated their efforts to both spread disinformation and censor

journalists, politicians, and ordinary Americans. They have done so directly and indirectly, even playing

good cop and bad cop on Twitter and Facebook. Hundreds and perhaps thousands of people have

been involved in these censorship and disinformation campaigns in the United States, Canada and the

United Kingdom.

DiResta pushed for the creation of a government-run censorship center, which he called the "Center of

Excellence." Such a center "could link federal leadership with platforms, academics, and nonpro�ts to

stay ahead of these emerging narratives and trends," The Department of Homeland Security (DHS)

ultimately acted on DiResta's proposal, instead opting to call the operation a "Disinformation

Governance Board," also known as the Ministry of Truth. public.substack.com/.../why-renee-diresta-

leads-the-censorship
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juststeve

epi - there has to be a staff but Doc most likely has a system of given and take. They may be asked to

look into what has caught his attention, and they send what they discover to him. Back and forth until

a �nished product. He most likely has the �nal say, does a layer of editing, then probably a �nal edit

through staff. I seriously don't know, but probably much resembles a real actual Newsroom from the

days of old. No matter what, anything put out on a daily basis, while the best to be relevant, is also

prone to occasional down and dirty, something gets missed or comes off sideways.

I know I sure can no matter how hard I try. Censorship, why, no answer to you or others I don't have the

ability to comment on that. Just keep in mind, to answer in itself may on some byzantine legal level

may open a dangerous door. On a personal note, as Spring approaches the long for daily duties for

very much increased outdoor activities, building healthy living soil despite the Global poisoning going

on, and if and when someone may possibly be open to discuss or engage in endeavors Healing and

Not Stealing will limit time here.

(If the Globalist don't stomp it and all of us out of existence.) If the World Banks/WEF/Who/Corporate

total control is not backed off or contained, any nuances as to whether things like viruses are or are

not real won't exist in this dimension. Life lived at a human scale in harmony as much as possible with

each other or the whole of life in our Garden, Planet Earth won't even be on the menu. We will, as the

Globalist revive the Twilight Zones Alien Book, To Serve Humanity - a Cookbook.

 Posted On 02/08/2024

 

juststeve

Agree Professor Gui, we have to take into account a Global Network with enormous resources who

have shown their terror of someone posting an opinion, or even scarier to them - a fact. Frightened of

an independent population not needing their toxic solutions. This is a David vs. Goliath situation. So

absurd as to be many mini-David's vs. Goliath.
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eastvirginian

So, Steve, kind of makes you wonder how Dane Wiggington is all over the internet. I recommend

looking to Jim Lee at climateviewer.com and climateviewer.net, and on YouTube, for solid info on

weather and climate. for example: www.youtube.com/watch

 Posted On 02/08/2024

 

juststeve

Jeesh eginny, the sheer arrogance and hatred of the natural world, the impulse to believe they can

control it all. What seems like a hatred for life and all that lives, is it really a deep-seated hatred for

themselves and their disconnected lives? Is the end point for unbridled privilege their own suicide

accomplished by destroying everything else �rst?

 Posted On 02/08/2024

 

Lee1959

Aw dang, epi-cure. I was a-likin' you! God bless if you have to move on. And Please! stir that local

political pot!

 Posted On 02/08/2024

 

thefatburner

Re: Quote "Every single human subject we test is packed full of aluminum, barium — all the heavy metals

we know are associated with these programs. It doesn’t matter where they live."   I'm curious to know if,

"where they live" means anywhere "in the world" or anywhere in America?
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juststeve

And aluminum has long been noted as a factor in Alzheimer's Disease.

 Posted On 02/08/2024

 

brianallen1

Anywhere in the world.

 Posted On 02/08/2024

 

den7788

I just had my annual hair test done and my aluminum level was 0.6 and my barium level was 0.04.

Hardly packed. More fear mongering and BS.
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Cabochon

“Who are these people making decisions that affect all of us without asking, as if they own the world”

asks Itsmyright. “They” covers a multitude of possibilities. But who exactly are they? Mercola readers

have a pretty good idea they include the military industrial complex, the globalist clique headed by the

banking fraternity, Gates & Co, the IPCC, social media technocracy billionaires, the WHO, the WEF, the EU,

the UN, NATO, the IMF, the CCP, and the various implants and useful idiots in Western governments and

universities who blindly follow directives from their masters. Keeping the hell �res burning we must not

forget lately departed Heinz Kissinger. The puppetmasters controlling the present U.S. administration are

probably well known to Vladimir Putin who at least is sincere in his efforts to protect his country’s borders,

unlike the Western governments all too happy to hand over our territories via uncontrolled immigration,

which of course �ts nicely into the WEF masterplan for a neo-feudalist future, where nation states, cultural

identities, sunlight, plant and animal food will not be required, thank you.

Talking of fascist regimes, update on lately kidnapped, arrested and jailed, Reiner Fuellmich is reveals he

is alive and well according to sources and on trial for “embezzlement”.

markcrispinmiller.substack.com/p/on-the-�rst-day-of-his-trial-reinhar..  https://youtu.be/uivVUnNRCUI

 peterhalligan.substack.com/p/transcript-of-tucker-carlsons-interview?
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sun�owerjanis

Yes, this is who "they" are for sure. You've hit it on the nail squarely. i think that the Schwab's WEF is at

the top of the list as to who really wants the rest of us "useless eaters" gone as "they" call us.Yes, i

also read that Putin will not allow GMO foods into Russia. i also heard that Russians are actually

happy there. i believe that this is true as i've followed the Russian couple who adopted a Puma from a

road side petting zoo. The "zoo" people were not taking care of him and he was in poor health. They

rescued him and he is as loving and docile as a domestic house cat. He could not be turned into the

wild as he did not know how to hunt, and they are not native to Russia as far as i know. So, my thinking

is that if a couple could be happy and allowed to keep a Puma there; than to me the country must be

OK to live in. From watching their videos (I Am Puma), they all seem to be very happy and healthy.
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rrealrose

Hi Cabochon and sun�ower - Jimmy Dore went over the farmer issue in the EU: "They’re Fighting Back

& NOT Giving In To The World Economic Forum!" - -youtu.be/toHLSeCF7SY  - - Ukraine is �ooding the

European markets with lower cost farm products.

 Posted On 02/08/2024

 

Cabochon

You are probably right - on the face of it, sun�ower. But as far as we know, Schwab was appointed by

Kissinger to run the WEF. The concept of a united Europe was really a Nah-zi idea to destroy

independent nation states and make Hitler’s dream for Europe come true. Kissinger may have escaped

from occupied Europe but that didn’t necessarily excuse him from putting fascist ideas into practice.

The EU started off as The Common Market which supposedly meant merely free exchange of goods

and services, but in fact was geared up towards complete political union. Even back in the 1970’s our

own politicians were intent on betraying the British public by pretending otherwise.

Our cheap food and �shing became a thing of the past hastened by decimalisation which totally

changed the perceived and actual value of our currency. The word is that the EU is now falling apart.

Thankfully, the UK had the sense to get out of that trap in 2016. As for Putin, he is not the one waging

wars all over the globe, but quite rightly objects to missiles pointed at Russia from the Ukraine. That

whole morass is about creating an energy crisis as part of the globalist plot to destabilise and

impoverish Western governments as a prelude to global governance, which in my opinion is not a

future scenario but already a fait accompli.

So you are right - back to the WEF for the full agenda. Thanks, realrose, for the link. I have been

following the European farmers backlash against the criminal takeover of food production - again as a

prelude to neo-feudalism and global depopulation. The Canadian truckers were the ones who �rst

stood up to WEF trained Trudeau, who illegally blocked donations to their cause. You have to be made

of strong stuff to be a farmer, methinks, as nature is not so easily tamed, so maybe they have picked

the wrong sector of the economy to start their war against humanity.
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Lee1959

If you go much, much deeper as I recently have. It is the 13 basket of family's that have had control of

the world since the beginning of time. And they want to remain above all else, secret. They are not on

your fortune 500 magazine covers. They desperately want to remain hidden . . . while they dupe us,

divide us, grab our land, �nances, and children.

 Posted On 02/08/2024

 

MuscleGuy

If you want crazy - recently read an article in the Daily Mail about some (mad) scientists coming up with a

proposal to launch a giant shade into space. Once in orbit, it would unfold and shade the earth from the

sun. It would be the size of Argentina. Assuming it could even be technically done at anything

approaching a reasonable cost, how stupid do you have to be to believe it wouldn't be a disaster for the

earth and all the creatures that reside here. www.dailymail.co.uk/galleries/article-13052023/Scientists-

suggest-umbr..

 Posted On 02/08/2024

 

YerJamminMe

Sometimes i think God let's us hang around just to watch our follies "unfold".

 Posted On 02/08/2024

 

DebbyW

At least with a "shade", they could easily remove it if they saw serious adverse events caused by it.

They can't change the billions of tons of chemicals that have been dumped on us through the

decades.
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bee70578

Shades of The Simpsons' sun-blocking episode!

 Posted On 02/08/2024

 

YerJamminMe

As an uneducated layman, i sent a note to a big shot at the Audubon Society pushing for solar energy. I

argued Father nature knew trees were the solution, not destroying land for metal, plastic, and glass that

create and re�ect heat and toxic waste. Trees provide clean air, absorb sunlight and provide shade, and

create habitat. He said he'd get back to me. That was a couple few years ago. We push for solar and now

are going to re�ect the light before it gets to it? Alrighty then. Yes, it's minimal, bit it's stupid in CNY where

i live as it's only sunny 50% of the time and quite chilly for 5 mos. I reduced the amount of deodorant i use

due to metal content and warnings about ingesting metals one way or another, and spraying everything

with a coating of this stuff is gonna be good for our health? Maybe we need masks after all for another

elite experiment we have little knowledge of.

 Posted On 02/08/2024

 

Alfurs

The satanists of the NWO claim that we must save the environment. Yet, they poison the entire planet

daily with chemtrails which pollute the planet more than all other forms of poisons combined.
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Segstar

Heavy metals are great "conductors." Makes it easy to control "things" remotely ..6G is about 100

times more powerful than 5G, and can control BOTH man and machine.. Let that sink in for a minute...

 Posted On 02/08/2024

 

ms.libby

Say one thing and do the other. They ultimate distraction event, and we are all in the midst of it.

 Posted On 02/08/2024

 

Kathy80

This article is both scary and sad. We were given a beautiful world to live in but we are slowly destroying it

and ourselves. I would appreciate a comprehensive article on various ways to detoxify our bodies, some

of which we already know. This type of debris coming down from the sky is new to me.

 Posted On 02/08/2024

 

eastvirginian

look in substack.com, you can start with this guy -

www.2ndsmartestguyintheworld.com/p/ivermectin-and-cancer-it-has-at-lea..
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rrealrose

Yeah, I would not start with that article, its rather advanced...Its a great compilation. Start with the

simple things: the quality of air you breathe, water you drink, and the food you are eating. Dr M has

outlined this many times in his substack articles. Go to the censored library tab along the top tools

and do a trial and look up these 3 topics. You may want to look �rst at what you are taking in, before

you go to any intentional detox, and it means investing (not all at once) in an air and water �lter, a

shower �lter, sometimes your bedding, linens, cookware and more. Our living spaces can contain

many times higher toxins than outdoor environments.

 Posted On 02/08/2024

 

Macskak

Kathy80 - This is exactly what drives me up the wall - WE DO NOT DESTROY-ED OUR PLANET OR

OURSELVES. This sentence is so horribly hurtful - unjust - to accept the blame for the problems like

we had any action or decision to causing them - when we are exactly the suffering overused exploited

subjects of these evil peoples' actions - and the same time they escape without even a bad word...

Maddening.

 Posted On 02/09/2024
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Fisher153

Chaff- generally a non issue, but additional con�rmation studies might be useful. Just like the military

needs to drop bombs and shoot guns for training, they need to practice electronic counter measures.

effects can be mitigated and isolated, but are far lesser than... WAR, which is terrible for the environment

and our collective health. Minimal risk for a protective gain. Spraying massive amounts of aerosols into

the air to control the weather?? Hugely irresponsible. While CLAIMING that global warming is bad for the

planet (which it is not), "they", those who want to control people, resources, and the planet, do things that

could ACTUALLY cause grave harm and disrupt planet-wide processes. Warmer climates and more CO2

results in more food... but that leads to a HEALTHY population that pays less money for food AND

medicine (and lower pro�ts for THEM). Instead, THEY would have people be sick, stupid, faithless, and

subservient. And I don't agree with that program.

 Posted On 02/08/2024

 

Catryna

The military has been doing this since the late 1940's. In recent years it has been stepped up in its activity.

 Posted On 02/08/2024

 

rickaldinecomcast.net

This climate change geoengineering nonsense may as well be a satanic religion that needs to be

exterminated... along with its disciples.

 Posted On 02/08/2024
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Ronald_H

There really is a religious zealot "have faith in ... believe in The Science ... The Science Says" taking of

sides of communist Luciferian globalists taking of sides. They vote for their own demise and will be

successful in achieving their own depopulation, so I say to those into preparedness: "If you can't

outvote them, then prepare to outlive them." Their misplaced trust in government and elitists will be

their own self-limiting. The future belongs to the survivors and their progeny.

 Posted On 02/09/2024

 

NikkiEagle

OMG, really? What level of stupidity exists in the population that allows a belief that there are ZERO

CONSEQUENCES to dumping contaminants into the air...into the water....into the environment? It de�es

comprehension. Put sugar into your car's gas tank and see if there are consequences. Eat a diet of

mcDonalds and other garbage "food" and see if there are consequences. Seriously? Does anyone actually

have to question these things.....or are they obvious enough for even the most average of intelligences?  -

 How is it that something so large-scale is not obvious? The stupidity is PATHOLOGICAL. And the evil of

military and civilian scumbags who are participating in this sort of thing under the excuse of "doing their

jobs" is off the charts. These people, all of them, must be stopped at all costs.

 Posted On 02/08/2024

 

Macskak

Sun�owerjanis - one of the best books is from Elena Freeland: Chemtrails, HAARP and the full spectrum

dominance of Planet Earth - but I do not think the local library will have it... can try BWB.com

betterworldbooks secondhand & free delivery - or amazon they sell everything... Birch: Glyphosate free -

Firstenberg: The invisible rainbow - Kennedy: Thimerosal - M.Forrest: Crooked to offer a few.

 Posted On 02/09/2024
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9ellie1

I've been studying the Sun for some time now - all this sidetracking with climate change - you don't hear

anybody much talking about our buddy, the Sun, the oversoul of our solar system. He has had a lack of

poles since last year, he is in solar maximum doing all kinds of amazing things. (I keep an eye on

spaceweather.com plus other sites). Right now there is an enormous sunspot area that just turned toward

earth with positive and negative magnetic polarities closely-packed. The entire solar system has been

moving towards an enormous galactic cloud - all planets have been heating up.

I am totally entertained by the NASA guys trying to explain all of these amazing things with their limited

brains :-) - there is so much more going on than we hear about - NASA has been tracking this for years and

it's really amping up - if we're getting more solar radiation at the poles, maybe this is a blessing and not a

curse. There is a greater consciousness creating this solar system! Human egos really need to step down

and be humbled by the magni�cence of creation and see how they can join the dance :-)

 Posted On 02/08/2024

 

Macskak

9ellie1 - sorry actually the sun is in solar minimum - which causes solar eruptions, �ares and marks -

which means we have a cooler weather - which cause parallelly the volcanos erupt more often - re:

www.armstrongeconomics.com  then search for the desired subject. The poles are there just at a

different degree - on the polar �ip nobody really agreed on yet when or how would happen...

 Posted On 02/09/2024

 

Truther4trump

Your tax dollars at work. Solution? Stop payin for your own demise..

 Posted On 02/08/2024
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Horsea

"If populations understood, truly, what’s been done to them, what’s been done to the planet  they’d be

taking to the streets with pitchforks and torches all over the globe.”" No, I don't think they would. Most of

them would have another beer and go back to TV, videogames and porn. May I be forgiven for saying this,

but based on the euphoria the majority have displayed over the availability of the corona 19 killshots, and

the cruelty so many have exhibited toward those who did not wish to avail themselves of this ghastly

poison, I can't help coming to any other conclusion.

 Posted On 02/08/2024

 

ms.libby

Mistreatment of the population can be seen everywhere, just look at the items in the grocery carts of

the person in the line front of you and you can see their skewed value system. Self-destruction on a

dinner plate, self-destruction to take the popular remedy, self-destruction to wage war against their

own country politically/socially. People are trained to accept the unacceptable, largely due to

distraction, ease of procurement and lack of information to the contrary. Those of us who know how

warped things are now have little ability to control but our own personal space, as the monsters are at

our door, and overhead. Staying informed creates disenchantment, for most it's easier to just go with

the �ow and accept the consequences, while driving your car reading text messages.

Meanwhile those in the know watch our backs and observe with horror, those not in the know.

Consequences are upon us in every way imaginable. Dark observations, but true. It's a hopeless time

to watch such destruction being imposed upon nature, in the guise of all the reasons used, as we

humans are part of that nature, animals, prey to some, worker bees to others, and expendable nearly

all. The memory of my childhood is cherished dearly, when skies were unlined, seasons natural,

farmers cherished, raging wild�res uncommon, bees and birds �ourished, and communicating face to

face was commonplace. And so it goes.....much has been lost. And for what?

 Posted On 02/08/2024
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Ronald_H

Ms libby, Regarding: "Self-destruction on a dinner plate," at work today, an always sickly employee

complained of his ears not clearing from a minor altitude change from driving, that never happens to

me, dismissed my offer to suggest some foods that would be helpful by saying he is seeing a doctor

and getting huge doses of antibiotics as if they were miracles in a bottle, yet still having faith in them

with unfounded thoughts that it would be worse without them. His problem isn't bacterial and is

clearly nutritional based upon me seeing his poor dietary choices, of course made worse by

destroying intestinal �ora. Okra is such a simple solution but his religion of faith in man precluded

allowing me to even speak that while seeing the answer all around him, yet not recognizing it. Religion

of misplaced trust in establishment not realizing one who simply reads Mercola.com consistently

knows more about living healthily than most doctors.

 Posted On 02/09/2024

 

sco3869

Chaff is visible to the naked eye. It is .75 cm, which is 1/4 inch, but I have also seen much longer chaff like

three feet long. Unless you live next to a weapons range - and you don't - then chaff is no, as in zero, threat

to you. You have enough to worry about.

 Posted On 02/08/2024

 

YerJamminMe

Is this sarcasm?

 Posted On 02/08/2024
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Lee1959

I am also wondering if that was sarcasm? If there is hope, let us know!

 Posted On 02/08/2024

 

Kelpticgoddess

Does this explain all the extreme wild �res?

 Posted On 02/08/2024

 

BiomedMom1

No. Look up DEWs

 Posted On 02/08/2024

 

CMT367

www.chemtrailplanet.com/DEW.html

 Posted On 02/08/2024

 

eas101

These particles may indeed create a hotter �re.

 Posted On 02/08/2024
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Segstar

Kelptic you mean like what's currently happening in Chile? Just blame the little kid, El Nino..

reliefweb.int/report/chile/wild�res-cause-huge-loss-life-chile-amid-h..

 Posted On 02/08/2024

 

Macskak

Kelpticgodess - yes supposedly aluminum and barium burn very well - we saw the spraying: as clear

sky then striped then forest �res some years ago - Australia.... DEW is very different - leaves a very

distinctive mark on the ground - also does not necessarily burns up the trees but the houses cars are

melted away on such a level that even stone disappears, the cars are melted as �uid, Paradise

California is one - Athens another - Maui another and on more where oprah wanted a land in US I

forgot the name.

 Posted On 02/09/2024

 

Johnno4

My Dad, (an intelligent man who passed away in 2007 and didn’t have access to the internet), recognized

the role of solar cycles on earth’s climate and denounced anthropogenic global warming as a scam back

then.

 Posted On 02/09/2024
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Pridesmom

I have taken pictures, thousands of them, over my own rural property for 15+ years. Anyone that doesn't

see what is going on needs to look up. I have a large garden that raises a good portion of my food that I

preserve for winter and also have my own chickens. Everything I do for my plants and my �ock I do

organically but as much as I try nothing is organic anymore, including what you pay extra for at your

grocery store. How can it be with the poison that rains down on it everyday.

 Posted On 02/09/2024

 

Bumble01

It is terrifying that they think they can mess with such a precise and self-regulating system as the climate

and that it won't have disastrous consequences. Aluminium is extremely toxic and there seems to be a lot

of evidence for it being a contributing factor to Alzheimer's. An author and scientist called Dennis Crouse

has written a few books on the topic and points to the importance of consuming silica to detox the

aluminium. The best source is silica-rich water such as the French mineral water 'Volvic' or the brand 'Fiji'.

There is the supplement horsetail (and other supplements), too, which may be helpful.

It just seems even more important to look into detox strategies considering what is being released into the

air. As mentioned in the article, all the measures that are taken to remediate the so-called 'climate change'

problems just end up making things worse, to the extent they seem to be attempting to engineer a

problem in order to bene�t from the increased control it would provide them with. Wind farms cause

devastation to wildlife but they also cause the soil to dry out which I'm sure will also have consequences

pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/36209881  On a side note, there has been a problem here in the UK with these

dreadful looking synthetic Slushie drinks.

Very small children are being made ill because they contain something called glycerol which can be

poisonous to them. I'm not sure if they are available in the US, but if so they are probably best kept away

from kids. There's some speculation that the glyerol has replaced sugar so that they will be exempted

from the sugar tax- another case of unintended consequences www.dailymail.co.uk/femail/article-

13050749/slushy-brands-glycerol-dod..  www.dailymail.co.uk/femail/article-13019223/Mother-calls-ban-

slushies-..

 Posted On 02/08/2024
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exmouth123

Why would pilots want to poison their children, grandchildren,themselves?

 Posted On 02/08/2024

 

brianallen1

They are fed lie after lie that they are doing "good" for their country and the planet.

 Posted On 02/09/2024

 

Segstar

And are paid handsomely...

 Posted On 02/09/2024
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airsurfer

go to a �ightschool and wonder why they never directly mention the negative sides of becoming a

pilot or cabin personnel. Cancer rates, sperm kill, nine11 taboo, all kinds of taboos like everywhere,

nearly every industry is full of poisoning the world and nobody is educated to know, on the contrary,

we get educated to shun 'agitators' and 'conspiracy' theorists in every gov approved 'school'. Jobs

supposedly done by 'heroes' (docs, pilots and all the nonsense as if the 'lower' jobs were for subclass

humans) don't have a higher average level of integrity, even sociopath killers study to know how to

play the game.

Pilots don't care any more than other employees: they accept it when they get the job or when told to.

Everybody should care about everybody but we are not designed that way. Do we blame our design or

the unnatural society in which we are forced? The higher your salary, the more you have to loose, the

more you are a slave to orders and to a system which you have become part of. And so you rationalize

away everything that contradicts what you do in the name of your job.

 Posted On 02/09/2024

 

hisgarness

Wow !  Whales, marine mammals, migratory �sh and now climate control will resolve the human

overpopulation concerns permanently.  It appears our military is an out of control beast.

 Posted On 02/08/2024
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sun�owerjanis

Sending this article out to everyone i know! Thanks again Dr. Mercola for another great news worthy

article. i've been following Dane Wiggington for the past 5 years ever since a friend of my mentioned the

chem trails that were being spayed over us as we stood outside talking. A local radio station used to air

his podcasts; but i don't think that they do any longer. What a fallen world we live in. Makes me wonder if

these chem trails are another way to cull us off? i feel so sad for all the creatures that have been and are

being affected by what mankind is doing to this planet. Between this and all the radiation that is

bombarding our world, this planet is in big trouble. Don't want to seem like a doomsday type; but i wonder

if the end is near; that these are the last days.

 Posted On 02/08/2024

 

jca652041

A few great books that provide the sad truth of this dystopian world we’re living in. Bright Green Lies:

www.brightgreenlies.com  The Indoctrinated Brain www.skyhorsepublishing.com/9781510778375/the-

indoctrinated-brain/  Dissolving Illusions www.barnesandnoble.com/w/dissolving-illusions-roman-

bystrianyk/1131000..

 Posted On 02/08/2024

 

sun�owerjanis

Thank you! i going to check to see if the public library has these.

 Posted On 02/08/2024

 

Horsea

Especially "Dissolving Illusions".

 Posted On 02/08/2024
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boxerdogofmine

And they called us conspiracy theorists. Amazing how when sin entered the world because of Adam and

Eve, how mankind has for the most part ruined everything it touches. It’s no wonder why Christ is coming

back to judge mankind and remake the earth.

 Posted On 02/08/2024

 

sun�owerjanis

Makes me wonder if the End is near. Yes, mankind is killing this beautiful home that God gave us. We

are very bad stewards of this planet.

 Posted On 02/08/2024
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airsurfer

So christ in all his godly perfection should do a better job next time instead of blaming his '�awed'

creation. I have faith in some things but not in a globalist story (imposed organized religion is the

beginning of globalism and far from personal experiences of godliness) made to discredit the true

alpha, leader, defender and saver of the pack. Let's forsake our true saver which we can see, judge,

�ght and argue with and replace him with a story about someone we never met, isn't accountable, is

above critic etc and let's not question it! To me, that is forsaking the logic I was born with.

It's not mankind that destroys the earth as 'primitive' (natural) man lives in harmony with the earth. It's

manipulated man that is put in a selfdestroying (so he suffers from blaming himself) victim position

by destructive powers. The destructive powers sure are taking their time for destruction, hence my

conclusions they harvest misery, not death, and are not human like us. We don't get destroyed by one

quick blow. We get crushed as slow as possible to extract every bit of suffering. But maybe they are

just very slow. Again, maybe this destruction is a necessary part of existence (as in yin yang you can't

have one without the other and it has to be in equilibrium), or we are victim of a higher parasite

stronger than us.

I assume not doing the same (making smaller creatures suffer unnecessary) might inspire higher

things to do the same. It all gets contradictory from here bouncing from one opposite to the other to

learn or �nd the way so it's useless I mention it here. But regarding JC and his nemesis it always

struck me they both like suffering in one form or another. The order in which the reward comes is just

inversed. It's up to us to change things imo.

 Posted On 02/09/2024

 

LongTallTexan

so my question is who is paying for this geoengineering - spraying the world has to be quite expensive and

I bet it is not a line item in whichever budget is utilized - where is the Congressional oversight
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brianallen1

It is coming from the budget of the cartoon network: n a s a

 Posted On 02/08/2024

 

Segstar

Not to worry too, too, much they are only lifting a small portion of your hard earned moula, AKA taxes..

Same as what they do with just about everything else..

 Posted On 02/08/2024

 

Macskak

LongTallTexan - you pay for it with your taxes.

 Posted On 02/09/2024
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airsurfer

Nobody is paying because there is no money involved in the overlords agenda. The money is the

carrot we donkeys follow mostly blindly. Money is very e�cient to shield the overlords/elites (insert

any name) from the masses as they have other things to do these days than slay us for pleasure.

Imagine you want to dirigate a captured ant colony, you might use sugar or fat as currency to dirigate

them. You have an unlimited supply of fat because nowadays you program it, instead of going to your

printer/fridge.

My point is, the fat is not for you and doesn't in�uence your agenda. It's just handy to make those ants

do your job without having to kick them each individually because then sometimes they turn around

and bite. With the fat they run towards it, not away from it. Money doesn't really exist. They fake its

existence for control purposes: turning us against each other; to justify why they own you because

'you owe them' money ; saying they had no other choice to neglectly kill and poison people because

otherways they would not be competitive enough to battle with the (same owner) competition (so all

crimes are ok, as long as you're doing it for economical reasons) ; to have us do their work for them ;

to make us believe in some form of economical meritocracy ; to make us believe there is a limited

�xed amount of it and if you don't carry out the orders, it will be at the expense of your fellow man and

thus refusing orders makes you a public enemy ; to justify the constant climate of competition to

avoid the catastrophe of others having more money than you etc I sure can rant lol...

Watch the news from 50 years ago or any other even older media propaganda: it's always "in these

di�cult economical times, we have to...

(insert orders here) ". It's always di�cult and we always have to bow down and obey orders which no

one understands nor can justify. In the meantime fruits keep on growing on trees, with no other

demand than for you to gather them.

 Posted On 02/09/2024

 

eas101

They say it re�ects warmth upward; why wouldn’t it supplement other global warming particles ref

re�ecting warmth and convection?  Clearly it does. It also burns hotter.  This is obvious
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wwooten

i see you seem to be monitoring the comments for dr mercola. I love Dr mercola,. I have been following

him fo for 15 to 20 years. I feel though that he does not fully understand the big picture and that by

publishing this article on chemtrails he offers no solution for the chemtrails that are accumulating in each

persons body. Thus this article will create fear in most people. Also as seen by some of the comments

there is disagreement over global warming. This is what the power structure wants. Dane Wiggington is

even worse as he not only does not offer any solutions, but he has been a propnent of global warming for

many years. Recently he has changed his positon somewhat as the science is overwhelming that Co2 is

not a problem.

Recently Dr Mercola has contributed to the fear narrative by warning of a nuclear war. Google chemtrails

Sochi Olympics . My Tango teachers toured through Europe and Asia and they saw chemtrails in every

country. Every country is spraying which tells you the whole world is contolled so there is no real threat of

nuclear war. Furthermore the chemtrails coupled with radio waves can divert incoming missles. Google

wall street funded the Russian revolution and you see that Russia is a manufactured enemy. Of course

some links debunk Anthony Sutton saying misrepresenting his sources while never mentioning his

primary source Standford University Hoover Institute.

To throw more light on this I went to Russian 15 years ago to Artic. I was with a Russian girlfriend. We

ended up in a taxi in a zone where they build submarines - off limits. taxi said better leave. In the dead of

winter he said he worked for Exxon as truck driver , Exxon secretly picked up oil in the winter 40 below .

Soluton - Mineral rich silica water binds aluminum www.youtube.com/watch  www.youtube.com/watch

 There is much more - we need off grid farms and energy solutions at 1 cent per kwh - out of space let me

know if you want more

 Posted On 02/09/2024
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airsurfer

If the particles are equally re�ective in all directions, then they should also re�ect the warmth earth

generates back towards it. You know, that hot potatoe with molten lava underneath the crust on which we

live... Who says earth doesn't need to SHED herself some heat into space? Since it's a hot ball in a frozen

space (I'm just repeating the science paradigm) and yet it has not frozen over after being in that

deepfreezer for aeons of time, that Clearly indicates it is producing more heat than the space surrounding

it, the space cools it as that's why we have a colder crust to live on. So if we shield the earth from that

cooling space, it will heat up.

 Posted On 02/09/2024

 

airsurfer

Look at history BACKWARDS ! And then you'll understand that all those things that led to the situation of

today, were NOT the fruit of chance/hasard. All the steps that happened were intentional. Implemented in

a progressive way to avoid counter reaction (refusal) from the public. 40 years ago nobody would have

accepted a spyphone which dictates most of your life. We had friends from actual physical encounters,

from our surroundings, we knew our neighbours. When a new neighbour arrived we took the time and

pleasure to meet. We didn't need to have means for very remote communications.

So we would have rejected the spyphones. Same thing with modern housing. I doubt many here were born

in nature, but would 'wild' man have traded his natural habitat that provided health, food, no rent, family life

etc for modern housing? Soaked in dependence on suppliers, rent, exposure to lots of toxins, to constant

EMF, constant gov control, restriction of freedom etc ? I don't think so. So it has to be implied gradually, by

making the individual dependent and ignorant, so he has no other choice than to stay when you change

the conditions, the rent, the user agreement, the laws, the deconstruction of community and family

relations, the restriction of freedom and other dictats.

It's all planned towards the same thing as always: slavery and suffering with no way out. In the lack of

actual danger, they convince us with constant fear propaganda made up entirely of nonsense so the

indivual thinks the problem is very complicated, too complicated for him to check or to argue about, so he

complies.

 Posted On 02/09/2024
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plastictekkie

Now I have a better understanding of where all these nanoparticles are coming from. When the "safety

assessment" was done in 1999, the concept of nanoparticles didn't even exist.

 Posted On 02/09/2024

 

Macskak

Realrose - The real problem with the Ukraine wheat and so on is not that it is cheap or not - but it is

POLLUTED.... That is why certain countries - who very well aware of this - do not want it near their soil. It is

polluted with GM - and polluted through the war - polluted by glyphosate.

 Posted On 02/09/2024

 

Macskak

Den7788 - I have large amount of material - but I cannot put up here - you want some

z3064129@unswalumni.com

 Posted On 02/09/2024

 

Macskak

What I absolutely CANNOT understand is that - they also live on this Planet.... Do they think they will just

live in their bunkers??? Anybody has an idea for this question - please....
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don3724

For the life of me, I don’t get that either!! How can so many be so evil and insane???

 Posted On 02/09/2024

 

airsurfer

there are so many possible answers to this question, but believing they are too stupid (yet 'in charge')

to realize it would be naive. They also like control so that is kind of reassuring against scenarios with

technologies (AI for ex) that could spiral out of control, although if they don't live in the same petri

dish as us, it's no concern to them so who knows? The main thing to understand in my opinion is that

they are NOT humans like you and me. That's just a lie to make us believe they care, to project our own

humanity on them and expect they'll act accordingly. Who knows, they might by spiritual resonance,

but they sure have a strange way of communicating it. We can deduct some things by looking at

ourselves and realize how we treat 'inferior' life forms. And whether we �nd that treatment appropriate

or not.

 Posted On 02/09/2024

 

knowbytouch1

Politics explained - EURO-AMERICA (and Canada) VALUES CORPORATE PROFITS MORE THAN they value

CITIZEN'S LIVES. ASIA VALUES LOYALTY TO the GOVERNMENT MORE THAN they value CITIZEN'S LIVES.

The battlegrounds where these two belief systems struggle are Australia and New Zealand (and

Argentina, Peru, Bolivia, the Congo, Somalia, Indonesia +)

 Posted On 02/08/2024
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mer4090

Folks, Garbage In = Garbage Out, even with supercomputers. Epoch Times had an article within the last 6

months about Nobel laureate in Physics (2022) Dr. John Clauser stating, IIRC, that the climate models use

a constant 5% cloud cover when in fact it varies from 5% to 95%. Thus the models are predicting the Earth

heating up due to no cloud cover. Plenty of info if you do a search for "John Clauser climate model". I

recall reading an o�cial NASA article, prolly 2 decades ago, prolly in Tech Briefs, where the highest

(Cirrus) clouds re�ected sunlight during the day. NASA said they needed to update their modeling s/w to

include contrails. Give that some thought...

 Posted On 02/08/2024

 

chicken6

Thank you Dr Mercola for highlighting the Geo Engineering problem - it is so bad here where we live in the

mountains of the high Languedoc in S France. There is rarely a day of blue skies and no one seems to

notice.

 Posted On 02/08/2024

 

Pridesmom

Same here in Ohio USA. In the months of Dec. and Jan I think there were 3 days of blue sky and it

didn't even last more than a couple of hours....and no one seems to notice. As long as the mall is open

and you can get your hair and nails done, all is good. Stupid can't be �xed.

 Posted On 02/09/2024
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Ronald_H

Pridesmom, I recommend you watch the old westerns of television and movies decades ago. The

sky's were always bright blue. I remember the skies were different when I was a child.

 Posted On 02/09/2024

 

airsurfer

Indeed! In france I see 'clouds' that I have never seen in my meteorological courses, while the weather

is a necessary obsession in air travel. So you cannot look past it. Streaks don't naturally form. They

have a clear cut off form. While natural clouds always have vague unsharp edges and all kind of

irregular forms, re�ected in the culture of seeing images in clouds. The chemtrail clouds all look like

produced in the same mould at time intervals and look like a long standalone tuuurd. Some also have

unnatural colours and shades differing from normal clouds which are always white above and grey

beneath, the higher (more towering), the darker underneath. A very regular degradation of brightness.

Clouds can't �ip upside down, so when you notice one is too dark at the top, there is de�nitely

something wrong.

 Posted On 02/09/2024

 

kwik54

what a bunch of incompetent, ignorant jerks running this country!! Sad and scary!!!

 Posted On 02/08/2024
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michaelrbuley

It's been going on for decades, worldwide. Was in Palm Springs a couple weeks ago. The skies were criss-

crossed with chemtrails. 20 or 30 years ago, National Geographic had a 'story' about 'horizontal clouds' --

chemtrails. In other words, they're in on the scam. How about that? Shocking. So much sh** has been

dumped into the air and onto the ground and into us, I doubt it can be measured. I would say 95% of

people, maybe 99%, can look up at skies which look like tic-tac-toe, and not even notice. Stay strong, stay

positive, stay in a place of love as much as possible. I'm convinced that fear and hatred and anxiety and

worry are part and parcel of all of it. Hatred feeds the beast.

We have far more power than I think we even dimly realize. The power lies in love, holding images,

pictures, visions, of the word we want. Yes, we be aware, and I think all of us here are far more aware than

most. Years ago, I read of an experiment. Some fairly small number of people around the world, in

different places, agreed to hold the vision of peace in the Middle East for a period of time. An hour, two

hours. That was all. And when that happened, there was a fairly dramatic reduction in violence in the

Middle East. I doubt it was coincidence. I think it showed us the immense power that each of us has to

change this world for the better, and to create the world we want.

 Posted On 02/08/2024
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9ellie1

I'm on your page. I participated in Lynn McTaggart's experiments, too. You may want to check out

Richard Gordon's "Quantum Touch" - it's all about healing with love & quickly. I've been doing Reiki for

years and I feel this is more powerful. Richard is rounding up the love troops to dowse everything with

love. Whenever there is a global crisis, I go hover over it and dowse it with the LoveLight. Usually when

I get there, there is already an amazing number of beings doing the same thing. So inspiring! So many

beautiful lightworkers on the planet. So while all the lower frequency stuff is going on, there is a

massive higher frequency movement happening as well.

Intention is powerful & the "powers that were" know that, so they're always throwing us a gasp

moment to get us unfocused, but this is a great validation. We do have the power and I believe we are

creating a new and powerful world with the help of our buddy the Sun :-) See my post above.

Indigenous cultures knew that this world was heading into a lower frequency state, but we are done

now. and evolving upward. I'm really hoping the baddies are still creating Alternative3; �eeing to Mars

- they've got their little buddy robot, Perseverance, exploring the place.

 Posted On 02/08/2024

 

JackStraw

Thank you Dr Mercola for posting an article on geoengineering and helping other people become aware of

what is being sprayed. I �rst noticed it in 2014-2015, then found Dane's website. It got worse when Trump

took o�ce and exponentially worse under Biden. Neither one of which is in a position to overrule the

almighty military. Please check out this link to a 1996 USAF document

�le:///G:/Geoengineering/USAF_Owning%20the%20Weather%20by%202025.pdf
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wareagle82

Every time I hear from a climate alarmist, I am reminded of the Dr Seuss character, the Lorax, who claimed

to speak for the trees even though the trees never asked him to do that. Same thing with everyone else

who professes to care for the planet or nature or the environment or whatever other grandiose

constituency is said to be involved. The parade of climatic horribles is never ending. The only constant is

how the bureaucratic and political classes claim to hold the solution. We're supposed to ignore their serial

failure in managing basic tasks such as public safety, education, roads, and a budget.

The idea that climate can be regulated into compliance is the sort of absurdity that even academics

should reject. Except it is not rejected. Because there are fortunes to be made in accepting it and

proselytizing about it. And it is cast in partisan terms so that large numbers of people will buy into the

claims solely because their preferred politicians and talking heads told them to.

 Posted On 02/08/2024

 

Arlen1

It borders on schizophrenia. The AOC's of they world are straight up scitso.

 Posted On 02/08/2024

 

Ronald_H

WarEagle, We woke to a Twilight Zone like world of commonly accepted nonsense held in the highest

esteem while known science is dismissed in favor of fantasy. "The molecular theory" is a well

established working model, yet is still called a theory. How did we then make the "quantum" jump to

"The Multiverse" which is accepted as a given and not relegated to being a lowly theory and not even

from its conception!
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cow5815

What a rich discussion in the comments, tying together concerns about the atmosphere, deforestation,

EMFs, agriculture, de-farming, fake frankenfoods, etc.    I want to encourage everyone to shift how they

obtain their food ASAP and engage in direct farm-to-consumer sales. We need to form relationships with

farmers we know and trust, to feed our families, to create food security and sovereignty on the local level,

and make sure more small, independent farmers are successful in order to withstand the onslaught of the

de-farming now under way by the controligarchs. Contact your area Weston Price Foundation chapter

leader to �nd out how to get grass-fed meat, dairy, produce and other nutrient-dense foods in your area.

Check out westonaprice.org, eatwild.com, localharvest.org. americangrassfed.org, farmmatch.com.       If

at all possible, commit to taking back our food supply by getting 50-80% of your food directly from local

farms and producers!

 Posted On 02/08/2024

 

ms.libby

And grow your own gardens, plant fruit/nut trees, it's easy even in smallest of spaces. Also satisfying

personally.

 Posted On 02/08/2024

 

mammywitch

And I guess my question is if the people �ying the planes and dumping this crap actually know what it is

and what it is capable of--then WHY DO THEY DO IT??? Don't they realize that anything dumped on the

entire world will affect THEM, TOO???
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Marago

Mammy, they are no doubt paid well to keep silent. Just sayin’!

 Posted On 02/08/2024

 

hlahore

500 tons Military vs 878 tons of microplastics from civilian US and Canadian clothes washing

vitamindwiki.com/tiki-index.php

 Posted On 02/08/2024

 

Quilvis

I'm just wondering, I remember reading that Dr. Mercola collects rainwater. In light of this article, not sure

what he would suggest regarding the apparent metal/chemical contamination!

 Posted On 02/08/2024

 

Segstar

Looks like they just are separating the wheat from the chaff, and in so doing giving us the good ole shaft..

BUT, If the Military is doing it, hands down, no question asked, it "must" be safe..I'll just crawl back in my

rabbit hole where i can die in "pieces," but only after i had my java :)
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eastvirginian

there is no climate emergency. Dr William Hopper spills the beans: https://m.youtube.com/watch

 Posted On 02/08/2024

 

eastvirginian

At 1.05.15 Chap asks about the “”Warming””, “If it’s not CO2 what could it be”. Listen to Happer’s answer.

www.youtube.com/watch

 Posted On 02/08/2024

 

epi-cure

Useless eater sez:  but, but I make a pretty good antennae.

 Posted On 02/08/2024

 

brodiebrock12

Its ALL just allowed. ZERO accountability remains the greatest existential crisis we face. Nothing changes

until IT does...why the F would it :) A rapist will rape until IT is not allowed too. Its NEVER been rocket

science has it. It's all just "allowed" to continue at most levels of society now, but overtly obvious within

the Government-Military-Media-Pharma cabal. Round and round we go in these lives of quiet desperation
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Mercola_Fan

Chemtrails have been common place in our skies for years! They’ve been trying to eliminate us one way or

another.

 Posted On 02/08/2024
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